The House Of Healing. 62 Dulwich Avenue, Dulwich. Phone 8331 1886

www.thehouseofhealing.com.au

Heaven for massage lovers

Bamboo foot massage and nail polish.

This rejuvenating treatment will revive sore, tired feet. Includes an essential massage. Finishing with lotion and nail polish application.

NAIL TREATMENTS

- CHEST $30
- BACK $35
- EYE BROW $15
- CHIN $15
- FULL ARM $30
- HALF ARM $20
- UPPER LIP $15
- UNDER ARM $30
- FULL BIKINI $50
- HALF LEG $25

BODY WAXING

For gentle, effective removal of body hair we use the traditional technique of sugar waxing, with a specially prepared cane sugar mixture. On completion, an After Wax gel is gently applied to soothe and calm the skin.

- FULL LEG WAXING $45
- HALF LEG $25
- BIKINI LINE $35
- FULL BIKIN $50
- UNDER ARM $30
- UPPER UP $15
- FULL ARM $30
- HALF ARM $20
- EYE BROW $15
- CHIN $15
- BACK $35
- CHEST $30

MANICURE | 1 HOUR $70

This manicure treatment includes exfoliation and cuticle care followed by a hand massage. Finishing with lotion and nail polish application.

Pedicure | 1 HOUR $70

This rejuvenating treatment will revitalize tired feet. Includes an essential oil foot bath, foot scrub, trim, file, cuticle tidy, buffing of heels, therapeutic foot massage and nail polish.

Traditional Massage Treatments

- Absolute Heaven for Massage Lovers
- Discover Adelaide’s First Balinese Spa

Body Spa

Heaven for massage lovers

Address: 62 Dulwich Avenue, Dulwich. Phone 8331 1886
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www.thehouseofhealing.com.au
BAMBOO BODY SPA. ABSOLUTE HEAVEN FOR MASSAGE LOVERS

TRADITIONAL MASSAGE TREATMENTS

BALINESE MASSAGE: 1 HOUR $79
An authentic Balinese massage that combines deep tissue, Balinese breathing and Balinese healing techniques. The Balinese use a combination of Balinese massage and traditional body treatments/scrubs.

FOOT MASSAGE: 1/2 HOUR $49
An authentic Balinese massage, as Balinese as it is beneficial. Massage the feet’s reflex points can improve your health by restoring the natural flow of body energy. Focus physical and mental harmony with this wonderful treatment that will send waves of relaxation through your entire body.

WARM STONE MASSAGE: 1 & 2 HOURS $125
Experience the ancient Balinese massage with warm stones that are soothing and warm. The warm stones are applied with flowing strokes all over the body. Perfect to improve blood circulation and to stimulate the body’s energy.

BALINESE HERBAL MASSAGE: 1 & 1/2 HOURS $125
An authentic Balinese massage that combines deep tissue, Balinese breathing and Balinese healing techniques. The Balinese use a combination of Balinese massage and traditional body treatments/scrubs.

TRADITIONAL TROPICAL FACIAL: 1 HOUR $85
This unique facial is a gentle and effective treatment using a centuries-old Balinese beauty recipe of fresh ingredients to cleanse, refine and hydrate your skin. Incorporating acupressure and stroking massage to the face, scalp, neck and shoulders, finishing with a hand and foot massage, you will leave refreshed, relaxed and absolutely pampered.

REFRESHING FACIAL: 1/2 HOUR $50
This facial is gentle yet effective. Incorporating a traditional beauty recipe of fresh ingredients to cleanse, refine and hydrate your skin, it leaves you feeling refreshed and relaxed.

BODY TREATMENT SCRUBS

JAVANESE LULUR: 1 HOUR $89
A traditional treatment synonymous with beauty rituals in Bali, to maintain the skin’s health and beauty. A delicate, Balinese scrub treatment using fresh ingredients to cleanse and soften the skin.

BALINESE BOREH: 1 HOUR $89
A traditional treatment using the flavours of Indonesia to maintain the skin’s health and beauty. A delicate, Balinese scrub treatment using fresh ingredients to cleanse and soften the skin.

COFFEE, MOCHA AND CINNAMON: 1 HOUR $89
A traditional treatment using the flavours of Indonesia to maintain the skin’s health and beauty. A delicate, Balinese scrub treatment using fresh ingredients to cleanse and soften the skin.

HAIR TREATMENTS

HAIR SPA CREAM BATH: 1 HOUR $79
A traditional treatment synonymous with beauty rituals in Bali, to maintain the skin’s health and beauty. A gentle, Balinese scrub treatment using fresh ingredients to cleanse and soften the skin.

TROPICAL RADIANCE: 2 HOURS $140
Immerse yourself in this pampering spa experience with our exquisite package. Combination of Balinese massage and traditional body treatments/scrubs.

SPIRIT OF BALI: 2 HOURS $150
A truly relaxing and pampering experience. A relaxing massage which works deep into the areas where muscle tension is held. Allow skilled hands to soothe your muscles and relax your mind. This 30-minute treatment will help to relieve stress and tension in the neck and shoulders.

BALI BLISS: 3 HOURS $230
A traditional treat for the body, mind and spirit. Reveals in total relaxation of your body, mind and spirit with this truly indulgent pampering package.

BALI INDULGENCE: 7 HOURS $500
A traditional treat for the body, mind and spirit. Reveals in total relaxation of your body, mind and spirit.

INTERACTIONS OF TRADITIONAL TREATMENTS

BALINESE SPAS, A B A L I E S T T R A D I T I O N A L T R E A T M E N T S